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BASIC ARGUMENT
• Chinese claims in the South China Sea emerge
between 1909 and 1948
• Chinese actions in this period were not defending
pre-existing claims but asserting new ones
• Claims emerge as a response to actions by Japan
and France
• Claims are largely aimed at domestic audiences, to
defend the legitimacy of regimes under political
pressure

1943

1947

1943 claim
only included
Paracel
Islands

II (1): 004 In reply to the suspicion
of the French occupation to the
Xisha nine islands (1933 July 19)
Documentation Number 4800
Minister of Navy to Ministry of
Foreign Affairs
In reply to the Documentation
Number OuTzi 13870, on July 17
this year…
After investigation, there were no
nine islands at 10°0’N 150°0’E
between the Philippines and
Vietnam. The nine islands
between the Philippines and
Vietnam were further north.
Wai jiao bu nan hai zhu dao dang
an hui bian (1995)

BASIC NARRATIVE
Pre-1909 – no official interest in wai yang (外洋) – ‘outer waters’
1909

First claims – Pratas and then Paracels

1928

Dispute with France over Paracels

1933

France annexes six of the Spratly Islands – confusion

1935

RoC Maps Inspection Committee publishes conclusions

1936

Geographer Bai Meichu publishes new atlas

1943

Cairo Declaration

1946

RoC internal discussions

1948

Formal claim to Spratlys

SOURCES
English-language newspapers 1900-1948: North China Herald, SCMP, Straits Times…
Chinese newspapers 1933-1934: Shen Bao, Guo Wen Zhou Bao, etc
Academic works: Rhoads (1975), Bonnet (2012), Tai & Tsai (2014), etc

NO ISLANDS MAPPED IN 1897…
Chinese maps included no islands south of Hainan
Lack of official interest in the sea

SOUTHERN CHINA IN FERMENT
Anger against foreigners and against Qing failure to resist them
1907 – four uprisings in Guangdong and Guangxi
1908 – Society to Commemorate the National Humiliation formed in Guangdong

GENERAL LI ZHUN / 李准 (1871-1936)
“the dominant military figure in Kwangtung” – Rhoads (1975)
“suppression of both the Huang-kang and Ch’i-nü-hu uprisings”
assassination attempts on 11 June 1907 and 13 August 1911

Hong Kong Daily Press
7 December 1907

PRATAS OCCUPATION 1907
Qing state wrestling with notions of ‘international law’
1863 Wheaton’s Elements of International Law translated into Chinese
1895 Treaty of Shimonoseki

PRATAS, 1909 – THE FIRST DISPUTE
Nishizawa Yoshiji, Japanese guano entrepreneur
Protests and anti-Japanese boycott
Deal between Viceroy of Liangguang, Nishizawa and Japanese government

“Meanwhile, I tried to source nautical charts externally as
evidence. But the plan did not work, as the charts were drawn
up by foreigners and called the islands Paratas. We searched
old Chinese maps, books, and Qiongzhou Tongzhi [Gazetteer
of Qiongzhou (Hainan)] and could not find such a name.
Observer Wang Xuecen, who reads extensively, informed me:
‘In the time of the Qianlong Emperor [1735-1796], the General
of Gaoliang, Chen Lunjiong, has written a book titled “Record
of Sea Nation Observations”, in which the name of that island
is recorded.’ We used that book to negotiate with the
Japanese about the return of the island.”
Li Zhun, The Sailing Chronicle of Li Zhun, Guo Wen Zhou Bao Vol. 10 No. 33
(21 August 1933)

SEARCH FOR EVIDENCE
‘Scraping’ of documents begins
The Self-Government Society, “collected various sorts of evidence, from old published
accounts of travellers to the oral testimony of local fishermen, to prove that the islands
were historically Chinese and to refute Nishizawa’s claim of discovery”. (Rhoads, 1975)

FIRST CLAIM TO PARACELS
Response to domestic political crisis
Expedition departs Hong Kong 21 May 1909, spends 3 days in Paracels in early June
“the nautical map of our country had expanded to include the 14 Xisha islands.”

LOSS OF INTEREST
Development plans for Paracels were abandoned almost immediately in 1909
Revolution in 1911/12 – islands and workers there were forgotten
No record of any state activity in the islands until 1920s

THE MYSTERIOUS 1920s
1916-1928 – various rival governments in China
1921-1923 – Sun’s ‘unrecognised’ southern government deals with Japanese
Some mentions of visits to Paracels, details unclear

FRANCE’S CORAL EMPIRE
1925-1939 – (French) Indochinese Institute of Oceanography undertakes eight
missions to the Paracels and Spratlys.
Arnaud Krempf using national claim to advance personal research interests

Shen Pengfei: Investigation Report on the Xisha Islands

1928 CHINESE EXPEDITION
Professor Shen Pengfei (沈鵬飛) of Sun Yat-sen University in Guangzhou
“The Paracel archipelago is our nation’s southernmost territory.”
Chen Tianxi (陈天锡) ‘Compilation of materials concerning the Xisha and Dongsha islands

1927 GUANGZHOU RISING
Communist insurrection seizes city 11-13 December
Widespread reprisals and public executions – at least 5,000 communists killed
Possible connection to 1928 expedition? Nationalist legitimation?

1912 FIRST MAP OF
REPUBLIC OF CHINA
§ Published in founding
Almanac of RoC
§ No borders marked
§ “The sovereign
territory of the
Republic of China
continues to be the
same as the domain of
the former Empire”
§ “Originally our vassal”
§ From William Callahan
China: the pessoptimist
nation OUP 2010
§ The Republic of China
(1912). British Library Board,
shelfmark 15298.a.66

1927 MAP OF NATIONAL HUMILIATION

Copyright

§ 15 lost
‘homeland
territories’;
15 lost ‘vassals’;
4 ‘territorial
concessions’;
14 lost and
disputed
‘maritime
territories’
§ Current territory
§ ‘Old National
Boundary’

For Sale 10c

§ Sulu islands
§ From William
Callahan China:
the pessoptimist
nation OUP 2010

CLAIM AND COUNTER CLAIM
October 1928 – Establishment of a new central government under
Chiang Kai-Shek’s Guomindang
January 1930 – New government promulgates ‘Inspection Regulations
of Land and Water Maps’ (Shuilu ditu shencha tiaoli).
September 1931 – Japanese invasion of Manchuria
4 December 1931 – French government protests against Chinese plans
to develop the guano industry in the Paracels and, for the first time,
formally claims sovereignty over them
December 1931 – Anti-Chiang factions in Guomindang converge on
Guangzhou and form an autonomous government, the Southwest
Political Council (西南政委會), under Hu Hanmin
27 July 1932 – Chinese gov’t formally rejects French claim to Paracels
May 1933 – Tanggu Truce between China and Japan
7 June 1933 – First meeting of RoC Maps Inspection C’ttee
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1933 – MASS MEDIA & CONFUSION
Officials don’t know where Spratly Islands are. Li Zhun mixes up Paracels & Spratlys
Nanjing government receives map, decides not to protest against French
Southwest Political Council continues to agitate

1933 – HOW IT ENDED
Huge interest from Chinese media
Agitation by nationalist groups in many cities
Wider Chinese population takes an interest in sovereignty
Great confusion about location of islands – amplified by media
• (Those articles are still a source of confusion to this day)
Nanjing government decides not to protest to France
• “We must focus only on the Xisha Islands because the points of
evidence of our sovereignty on them are so numerous that the
whole world accepts it, with the exception of Japan”.
ROC Military Committee secret report, 1 September 1933
Rival Guangzhou administration continues to agitate and protest
– using islands issue to attack credibility of Nanjing government

DRAWING THE LINE
The Inspection Committee for Land and Water Maps (水陸地圖審查委員會) starts work
Holds 25 meetings between 7 June 1933 and 21 December 1934
Agrees Chinese names for 132 features in the South China Sea

Non-existent
features:
• Stags Shoal
• Owen Shoal,
• Seahorse (or
Routh) Bank,
• Ganges Reef,
• Cay Marino,
• Glasgow Reef
• Viper Shoal

WHERE DID THE LIST COME FROM?
The UK Hydrographic Office…
China Sea Directory 1906

§ Map does not
make any
territorial claims

§ ‘Nansha’ is the
Macclesfield
Bank

§ Spratlys are
‘Tuansha’
§ James Shoal

1935 ROC COMMITTEE
CHINESE ISLANDS MAP

§ Ambiguous
meaning of title

WHY THE JAMES SHOAL?
Did the ROC Maps Inspection Committee just copy this map?
‘Asiatic Archipelago’ – published by Edward Stanford & Co. 1918

TURNING WATER INTO LAND
Mis-translation of ‘shoal’ as 滩 - James Shoal becomes ‘Zengmu Tan’ – a land
feature!
Names change in 1947 (‘Tan’ becomes ‘Ansha’) and again in 1983

BAI MEICHU – FATHER OF THE LINE?
A founder of the China Geographical Society, wrote in Dixue zazhi, The Journal of the Studies
about the Earth
“Loving the nation is the top priority in learning geography, while building the nation is what
learning geography is for”
1936 ‘New China Construction Atlas’ includes a U-shaped line as far south as James Shoal.

§ Imaginary
islands
§ Used the
names
chosen by the
Inspection
Committee
§ James Shoal
& Vanguard
Bank drawn
as islands.
James Shoal
labelled
‘Zengmu Tan’
(滩母曾)

BAI MEICHU’S LINE?

§ ‘New China
Construction
Atlas’ 1936

1943 CHINA ONLY CLAIMS PARACELS
‘China Handbook’ 1943 editions (Published in India in July and New York in November)
Triton Island in the Paracels is China’s southernmost point

WW2 – CAIRO DECLARATION 1943
“It is their purpose that Japan
shall be stripped of all the islands
in the Pacific which she has
seized or occupied since the
beginning of the first World War in
1914, and that all the territories
Japan has stolen from the
Chinese, such as Manchuria,
Formosa, and The Pescadores,
shall be restored to the Republic
of China. Japan will also be
expelled from all other territories
which she has taken by violence
and greed.” - 1 December 1943

THE GEOGRAPHERS
Zheng Ziyue (郑资约) and Fu Jiaojin (傅角今)
1927 – Students of Bai Meichu, studied in Germany & Japan, return as professors
1946 – Seconded to Chinese Ministry of Interior to formulate national boundaries

PHILIPPINE CLAIM 1946
4 July

Philippine independence from the USA

23 July

Foreign Secretary (& Vice-Pres) Elpidio Quirino declares claim to islands

Produced for a meeting
on 25 September 25,
1946 at the RoC
Ministry of the Interior
convened to resolve

THE LINE BECOMES
OFFICIAL

‘Location sketch map
of the South China
Sea Islands’

“how to delimit the
scope of what is to be
received [from Japan]
for the purpose of
reclaiming [lit.,
“receiving”] each of the
First character is 詹 islands
‘zhan’ rather
曾 ‘zeng’
in the than
South
China Sea.”
Second character is 姆 rather than 母, both ‘mu’
Name in transition
Third is 沙 ‘sha’, meaning sand not 滩 ‘tan’.

FRANCE vs CHINA 1945/6/7
SPRATLYS

PARACELS

FR Chevreuil places
marker on Itu Aba on
5 October 1946

Weather expedition
1945

Claimed for France
RoC ship Taiping
places marker 12
December 1946
Claimed for China

RoC ship Yongxing
arrives Woody Island
28 November 1946
Claimed for China
Jan 1947 French
retreat to Pattle Island
French claim Paracels
on behalf of Annam

1946 ROC TAIPING LANDING PARTY
12 December 1946 – ROC Navy lands on Itu Aba, island later named after ship
First ever official Chinese presence in the Spratly Islands
How many other features were actually visited?

1947 – UNCERTAINTY CONTINUES
Chinese government regards ‘Tuansha Islands’ sovereignty as contested
‘China Handbook’ 1947 edition

Drawn December 1947
Formally published by
RoC Ministry of Internal
Affairs in February 1948
as an adjunct to its new
‘Administrative Division
Map of the Republic of
China’
No official explanation of
the meaning of the line

1948 ROC 11-DASHLINE MAP

‘Location Map of the
South China Sea
Islands’

Cartographer Wang
Xiguang reported to
Both old and new names
forsaid
James
are
have
that Shoal
the
marked on the map dashes simply indicated
the median line between
China’s
ie
曾母暗沙 Zengmu Ansha,
the territory
standard– term
claimedZhengmu
island – Sha
since 1947, is followedeach
by 詹姆沙
and that of its
in brackets
neighbours.

Conclusions:
• Claim is not ancient but modern
• Claim developed in response to
domestic political crises
• Elite knowledge about the sea was
minimal and expanded southwards
• Claim is not ‘natural’ but the result of
20th century circumstances
Bill Hayton
@bill_hayton

WHY DOES THIS MATTER?
View of ‘historical’ nature of Chinese claim can distort perspectives and policy
Territorial disputes are resolvable’ – evidence can be tested
China’s sense of entitlement will lead to clashes in the future

HALF-TRUTHS
Document ‘scraping’ and selective quotations
Original texts long disappeared: using copies of copies from over 1000 years later

The original entry in the Yiwu zhi reads as follows: “There are
rugged stones in the rising sea, and where the water is shallow
there are many magnetic stones. Foreigners reinforce their big
ships with sheet metal. When they reach this strait, they cannot
sail past because of the magnetic stones.”
Yiwu zhi jiyi jiaozhu, 212, entry 105.
Professor Johannes L. Kurz, Universiti Brunei Darussalam
‘What is the ‘historical’ in China’s claims to the South China Sea?’

EVIDENCE IN CONTEXT
Phrase ‘South China Sea’ doesn’t appear in the ‘original’
‘Original’ shows ‘foreigners’ navigating the sea, not Chinese

THE AMBASSADOR’S 1876 CLAIM?
Guo Songtao, Shi Xi Ji Cheng (Travel Notes of an Envoy to the West)
Translated into English by J.D. Frodsham (Clarendon Press, 1974)

